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### Summary of Research Output Produced by PhD Students in 2009-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departments/Schools</th>
<th>Number of students who have produced publications</th>
<th>Category of Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scholarly books, monographs and chapters</td>
<td>Journal publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Accountancy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Economics and Finance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Information Systems</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Management</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Management Sciences</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Marketing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Humanities and Social Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Applied Social Studies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Asian and International Studies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of English</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Media and Communication</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Public and Social Administration</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Biology and Chemistry</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Building and Construction</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Computer Science</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Electronic Engineering</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Manufacturing Engineering &amp; Engineering Management</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Mathematics</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Physics and Materials Science</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Creative Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Creative Media</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Energy and Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Energy and Environment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Summary of Research Output Produced by MPhil Students in 2009-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departments/Schools</th>
<th>Number of students who have produced publications</th>
<th>Category of Publications</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Business</td>
<td>Scholarly books, monographs and chapters</td>
<td>Journal publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Accountancy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Economics and Finance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Information Systems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Management Sciences</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Marketing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Humanities and Social Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Applied Social Studies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Asian and International Studies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of English</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Media and Communication</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Public and Social Administration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Biology and Chemistry</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Building and Construction</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Computer Science</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Electronic Engineering</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Manufacturing Engineering &amp; Engineering Management</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Mathematics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Physics and Materials Science</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Creative Media</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Energy and Environment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Summary of Research Output Produced by Professional Doctorate Students in 2009-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departments/Schools</th>
<th>Number of students who have produced publications</th>
<th>Scholarly books, monographs and chapters</th>
<th>Journal publications</th>
<th>Conference papers</th>
<th>Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies</th>
<th>Patents, agreements, assignments and companies</th>
<th>All other outputs</th>
<th>Total No. of Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Business Administration</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Doctorate (Building and Construction)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Doctorate (Engineering Management)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Juridical Science</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION A: PUBLICATIONS OF PHD STUDENTS

College of Business

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY

Journal publications

HU Fang


Conference papers

HU Fang


All other outputs

MAK Kelvin P


DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Journal publications

CHEN Tao


All other outputs

CHEN Tao

**DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS**

*Journal publications*

**HAO Jin-xing**


**IP Kwai Fun, Rachael**


**JIN Xiaoling**


**MARK Kai Pan**


**WANG Shanshan**


**YAN Jiaqi**


**YANG Zonghang**


Section A: Publications of PhD Students

YE Kang


Zhang Yixiang


Zhang Zikun


Zhou Zhongyun, Phil


Conference papers

Guo Xitong


Huang Qian


I P Kwai Fun, Rachael


Jiang Chunping


Jin Xiaoling


KONG Siu Lung, Joseph


LAI Hok Yin, Jean


LIU Yuewen


Luo Chuan


Mark Kai Pan


REN Jimmy


Shi Na


SHI Yani


Thadani Dimple Ramesh


Wang Shanshan


Wang Yingfeng


Wei Jie


Xu Kaiquan

Section A: Publications of PhD Students


YAN Jiaqi


ZHANG Xi


ZHANG Zikun


ZHOU Zhongyun, Phil

SUN, S X Y, ZHAO, J and WANG, H Q, "A Negotiation Based Approach for Service Composition", 5th International Conference on Design Science Research in Information Systems and Technology, AIS, St Gallen, Switzerland, 4-5 June 2010.

ZHUO Zikun


All other outputs

GUO Xitong

GUO, X, A Data Flow Perspective for Business Process Integration, PhD Thesis, Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 June 2010.

HUANG Qian

HUANG, Q, An Exploratory Study on Buyers' Participation in Reputation Systems, PhD Thesis, Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 September 2009.

JIN Xiaoling

Section A: Publications of PhD Students

KWONG Chung Hang, Timothy

LIU Hefu

LIU Yuewen

Luo Chuan

SUN Yonghong
SUN, Y H, Decision Support Methods for R&D Project Selection, PhD Thesis, Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 November 2009.

WANG Shanshan
WANG, S, Knowledge Driven Data Mining for Causal Relationships between News and Financial Instruments, PhD Thesis, Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 14 January 2010.

WANG Yingfeng

YE Kang

ZHANG Xi

Zhang Zikun
ZHANG, Z, Outstanding Graduate Student Award 2010, University of Science and Technology of China, April 2010.

ZHao Jing
ZHao, J, Outstanding Graduate Student Award 2009, University of Science and Technology of China, October 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

Journal publications


Conference papers

BIAN Lin, Linda  LAW, K K and BIAN, L L, "Intra-firm Competition as a Strategic Option to Enhance Innovation Performance.", 23rd Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management Annual Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 1-4 December 2009.


**LAW Kuok Kei, Eddie**  

LAW, K K and BIAN, L L, "Intra-firm Competition as a Strategic Option to Enhance Innovation Performance.", 23rd Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management Annual Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 1-4 December 2009.


**WANG Jie**  
WANG, J and LEUNG, K, "From adjustment to performance during organizational entry: The moderating role of organizational tenure", International Association for Chinese Management Research Conference (IACMR 2010), Shanghai, PRC, 16-20 June 2010.

**All other outputs**

**CHEN Zhenjiao**  

**HUO Yuanyuan**  

**LI Fuli**  
LI, F, A Stress and Coping Perspective on Creativity: An Investigation of a Reward for Creativity Policy as a Stressor in Organizations, PhD Thesis, Department of Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 September 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

Journal publications

DONG Gang

HE Kaijian


LAI Xin

LIN Hongzhi

PAN Kewen


ZHOu Ligang


Conference papers

CHE Chan Hou

HE Kaijian
LIU Ke


PAN Kewen


PENG Peng


QIN Hu


SHEN Dongjie


WANG Ming


Zhou Ligang


All other outputs

CHEN Xiaoliang

CHEN, X, Neural Network Based Models for Value-at-Risk Analysis with Applications in Emerging Markets, PhD Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

DING Chang

DING, C, Designing Accelerated Life Test Plans under Progressive Internal Censoring with Random Removals, PhD Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 June 2010.
Section A: Publications of PhD Students

LAI Xin  

LIN Hongzhi  
LIN, L H Z, *Activity-Based Travel Demand Modeling System in Suburban Area*, PhD Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 October 2009.

PAN Kewen  
PAN, K, *Supply Chain Coordination with Contracts under Different Channel Power Structures*, PhD Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

SHEN Dongjie  

WANG Ming  
WANG, M, *A Study on Robust Revenue Optimization Problem with Uncertainty*, PhD Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING

Conference papers

YANG Hairu  

All other outputs

XU Lianzi  

YANG Hairu  
College of Humanities and Social Sciences

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED SOCIAL STUDIES

Journal publications

WANG Xiaohai

Conference papers

LI Xiang

LIU Zhanguo

All other outputs

LI Xiang

WEN Zhuoyi

DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Conference papers

LAMRAD Nadira

MENDOZA Diana, Junio

SHUM Chun Tat, Terence
CHAN, Y W and SHUM, C T T, "An overview of the Vietnamese minority in Hong Kong", Refugee Politics and the Chinese / Vietnamese Diaspora - 30 Years after the 'Vietnamese boatpeople' in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia Research Centre, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16-17 October 2009.

CHAN, Y W and SHUM, C T T, “From a refugee port to business partner: Hong Kong-Vietnam relationship”, Refugee Politics and the Chinese / Vietnamese Diaspora - 30 Years after the 'Vietnamese boatpeople' in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia Research Centre, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16-17 October 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE, TRANSLATION AND LINGUISTICS

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

CHOW Ian Castor

CHAN, H Y and CHOW, I C, Editor-in-Chief/Associate Editor,《墨樂－香港城市大學中文、翻譯及語言學系校友、學生文集》(The CTL Alumni and Students Literary Magazine), Department of Chinese, Translation & Linguistics, City University of Hong Kong, ISBN: 978-962-442-326-6, Hong Kong, PRC, April 2010, 351 p.

LI Hanhong

WANG Hui

ZHANG Lei

Journal publications

CHOW Ian Castor

JIANG Chengzhi

LU Shuo

NI Shifeng


PAN Jun

Section A: Publications of PhD Students

**WANG Hui**


**WONG Tak Ming**


**ZHANG Lei**


**Conference papers**

**CAO Jing**


**CHEN Xiao, Chris**


**CHEN Zili**

LI Hanhong

LI Ping

LI Ruya

LIU Xiaoyue


LU Bin


LU Shuo  
LU, S, "’Ta de laoshi dang de hao’ and Nominalization in Chinese (從“他的老師當的好”談漢語的名物化)", 第十六次現代漢語語法學術討論會, Hong Kong, PRC, 7-10 June 2010.

NI Shifeng  

PAN Jun  

SONG Yan  
WANG Hui  
WANG, H and ZHU, C S, "語料庫建設與中文教學 (Corpus building and Chinese Language teaching)", 6th International Conference and Workshops on Technology and Chinese Language Teaching in the 21st Century (TCLT-6), The Ohio State University, Columbus, USA, 12-14 June 2010.

WONG Tak Ming  

WU Hui  


ZHANG Xing  


All other outputs

LI Ruya  

LING Feng  

LIU Huijuan  
LIU, H, Additive Particles in Adult and Child Chinese, PhD Thesis, Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 8 September 2009.

WANG Hui  
WANG, H, Discursive Mediation in Translation: With Reference to Living History and Its Two Chinese Translations, PhD Thesis, Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 22 January 2010.
# DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

## Journal publications

**CHEN Xiao, Sylvia**  


## All other outputs

**DENG Liming**  

**FENG Haiying**  

# DEPARTMENT OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION

## Journal publications

**ZHANG Xinzhi**  


## Conference papers

**LU Heng**  

**ZHANG Lun**  

Section A: Publications of PhD Students

ZHONG Zhijin

ZHONG, Z, "The Direct and Indirect Effect of MMORPG-play on Gamers’ Social Capital", Convention of Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC 2009), Boston, USA, 5-8 August 2009.

Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies

ZHANG Xinzhi


All other outputs

LIN Gongcheng


SONG Jing

SONG, J, National Elite Media Discourses on Globalization: Comparing China with India, PhD Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 15 January 2010.

WU Lingfei

WU, L, Excellent Paper Award, 1st Postgraduate Symposium of the Chinese Journalism and Communication Consortium, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 August 2009.

ZHANG Xinzhi

ZHANG, X, Distinguish Student Paper (優秀論文奨), Chinese Association of Communication (CAC), PRC, 31 October 2009.

ZHONG Zhijin

ZHONG, Z, The Effects of MMORPG Play on Online and Offline Social Capital, PhD Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 15 September 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AND SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION

Journal publications

HUANG Ronggui

HUANG, R, "互聯網與抗爭行動: 理論模型、中國經驗及研究進展 (The Internet and Contentious Action: Theoretical Models, the China Experience, and Future Research Directions)", 社会, 30(2), April 2010, pp 178-197.


Conference papers

HUANG Ronggui


LI Na

WONG, L and LI, N, "Explosion, Evolution and Challenge: An Initial Follow-Up Study of NPOs Specializing in Elder Care in Shanghai", 5th Cross-Strait Conference on Public Administration, Department of Public and Social Administration, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 20-21 August 2009.
LI Quan


LI, Q, "Is Bureaucracy a Paradigm? Rediscovering Weber’s Ideal-type Scheme for Public Administration", 5th Cross-Strait Conference on Public Administration, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 20-21 August 2009.


All other outputs

CHEN Limei
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ZHANG Haiyu, Doris


ZHANG Lun


ZHOU Xiangjun

### Conference papers

**HUANG Chi**


**LI Ming**


**LU Jianquan**


**XIONG Wenjun**


### All other outputs

**CAI Jia**


**CHEN Jing**


**DU Kui**


**HU Zhen**


**HUA Jiale**


**LU Jianquan**


DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND MATERIALS SCIENCE

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters


Journal publications


**CHEN Limiao**


**CHEN Zhenhua**


HE Zhubing


HU Kaige


HU Tao


Jiang Yanbin


Leung Yu Hang


LI Yanqing


LI Yuchao

LIAO Chengzhu

LIU Chaoping


LIU Zengtao


Section A: Publications of PhD Students


Section A: Publications of PhD Students

NG Siu Pang


NG Tsz Wai


PAN Lijun


QUAN Hui


SONG Haisheng


TSANG Chun Kwan


WANG Hong-en


XIN Yunchang


XU Jun


Section A: Publications of PhD Students

**YANG Yang**


**YAO Zhiqiang**

**YE Qing**


**ZHANG Jiliang**


**ZHANG Ronghua**

**ZHOU Ye**
Conference papers


LU, Z G, CHEN, H L, ZHU, Y X, WANG, Y, DENG, J, CHUNG, C Y and GREY, C P, "Electrochemical and Structural Characterization of Olivine LiFePO₄ with Various Particle Morphologies", 216th ECS Meeting, Viena, Austria, 4-9 October 2009.

LU, Z G, DENG, J and CHUNG, C Y, "Electrochemical Properties of LiFePO₄-Ag Composite Thin Film Electrodes", 216th ECS meeting, Viena, Austria, 4-9 October 2009.

LU, Z G, DENG, J and CHUNG, C Y, "Lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles", Materials Science and Technology in Engineering Conference (MaSTEC 2009), Hong Kong Institution of Engineering (HKIE), Hong Kong, PRC, 3-4 December 2009.
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**HE Linxiang**


**HE Zhubing**


**HU Tao**


LI Kai


LI Yuchao


LIAO Chengzhu

LIAO, C and TJONG, S C, "Fabrication, mechanical properties and fracture toughness of thermoplastic polyolefin filled with carbon nanofibers", *3rd International Nanoelectronics Conference (INEC 2010)*, Hong Kong, PRC, 3-8 January 2010, pp 527-528.
LIU Chaoping


LIU Zengtao


LU Junxia


LU Qiuyuan


LU, Q, WANG, H, LI, L and CHU, P K H, "The surface properties modification of polyethylene by enhanced glow discharge plasma immersion ion implantation", 3rd International Nanoelectronics Conference (INEC 2010), Hong Kong, PRC, 3-8 January 2010, pp 1100-1101.

LU Zhouguang

LU, Z G, CHEN, H L, ZHU, Y X, WANG, Y, DENG, J, CHUNG, C Y and GREY, C P, "Electrochemical and Structural Characterization of Olivine LiFePO4 with Various Particle Morphologies", 216th ECS Meeting, Viena, Austria, 4-9 October 2009.
Section A: Publications of PhD Students

LU, Z G, DENG, J and CHUNG, C Y, "Electrochemical Properties of LiFePO$_4$-Ag Composite Thin Film Electrodes", 216th ECS meeting, Viena, Austria, 4-9 October 2009.

LU, Z G, DENG, J and CHUNG, C Y, "Lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles", Materials Science and Technology in Engineering Conference (MaSTEC 2009), Hong Kong Institution of Engineering (HKIE), Hong Kong, PRC, 3-4 December 2009.


Section A: Publications of PhD Students


ZHANG Jiliang


Patents, agreements, assignments and companies

CHONG Yat Ming


All other outputs

CHENG Juan

CHENG, J J, Light Scattering Study on Phase Transition and Micro-Heterogeneity in Relaxor Ferroelectrics (1-x)Pb(Mg\textsubscript{1/3}Nb\textsubscript{2/3})O\textsubscript{3-x}PbTiO\textsubscript{3} and (1-x)Pb(Zr\textsubscript{1/3}Nb\textsubscript{2/3})O\textsubscript{3-x}PbTiO\textsubscript{3}, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 July 2009.

CHONG Yat Ming


FAN Wenjie

FAN, W J, Quantum-Mechanical Level Study of Weak Interactions in Complex Systems: From Molecular Biology to Materials Science, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 5 August 2009.

HE Zhubing


LIANG Fengxia


LU Junxia

LU, J, Stability of Ni-Nb-based and Zr-based Bulk Metallic Glasses against Environmental Degradation, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 1 December 2009.

LU Zhouguang

LU, Z G, Investigation of Novel Nanostructured LiFePO\textsubscript{4} Cathode Materials, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16 September 2009.
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QIAN Gui Xiang  
QIAN, G X, Controlled Fabrication, Characterization and Properties of One-Dimensional Semiconductor Nanostructures from and on Metal Substrates, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 July 2009.

QUAN Hui  
QUAN, H, Preparation and Properties of Graphite Nanoplatelets (GNPs) Hybrid Polymer Nanocomposites, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 15 September 2009.

TONG Yanhua  
TONG, Y, Synthesis and Characterization of Hierarchically Nanostructured ZnO for Photocatalytic and Optoelectronic Applications, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 January 2010.

WANG Lanyi  
WANG, L, Research on a High Performance Multilayer ZnO Varistor and Its Fabrication with Water Based Tape Casting, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 21 April 2010.

XIN Yunchang  
XIN, Y, Degradation Mechanism and Surface Modification of Biomedical Magnesium Alloy, PhD Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 18 January 2010.

YAO Zhiqiang  
School of Creative Media

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE MEDIA

Journal publications

ZHANG Jing

Conference papers

WEI Gailan, April

All other outputs

MARIDET Cedric Marie
MARIDET, C M, Acoulogy as a Framework for Environmental Sound, PhD Thesis, School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 23 September 2009.

NI Yaodong
NI, Y, Bounded-Parameter Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes, PhD Thesis, School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.
School of Energy and Environment

SCHOOL OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT

Journal publications

GOH Andy, Zung Ching


School of Law

SCHOOL OF LAW

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

LIU Hong


LIU, H, "香港刑事拘捕改革 (Detention Reform in Hong Kong)", 刑事訴訟法學: 問題與闡述, 葉青 (ed), 上海人民出版社, PRC, November 2009, pp 370-379.

LIU, H, "香港法律改革委員會和香港刑事司法改革概述 (Hong Kong Legal Reform Committee and Criminal Justice Reform)", 刑事訴訟法學: 問題與闡述, 葉青 (ed), 上海人民出版社, PRC, November 2009, pp 380-390.

Journal publications

DONG Hao, Donnie


All other outputs

WANG Chao

WANG, C, Trade Remedies in Regional Trade Arrangements: the Practice, the Law, and Beyond, PhD Thesis, School of Law, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 30 December 2009.

XIONG Jun
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College of Business

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY

Journal publications

WANG Ran
LEUNG, C M S and WANG, R, "Family Control, Audit Committees and Audit Fees", Corporate Ownership & Control, 7(3), Spring 2010, pp 72-82.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Journal publications

OUYANG Zhiwei

All other outputs

JIANG Mingming

LI Xindun
LI, X, Corruption, Foreign Aid and Welfare of the Poor, MPhil Thesis, Department of Economics and Finance, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

LO Sze Sze

WONG Yee Yan, Joseph

YANG Yusi

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Journal publications

ZHAO Yi

All other outputs

ZHONG Yu
ZHONG, C Y, Wiki-enabled Emergent Knowledge Processes through Acceleration of Stigmergic Collaboration, MPhil Thesis, Department of Information Systems, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 December 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

Journal publications

LIN Ya


All other outputs

ZHANG Wen

ZHANG, W, Exploitative Innovation and Exploratory Innovation in Industrial Clusters: Moderating Effects of Different Network Ties, MPhil Thesis, Department of Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 13 November 2009.

ZHANG Yi

ZHANG, Y, The Relationship between Organizational Authority-Control and Employees' Proactive Behavior: The Moderating Role of Individual Proactive Personality, MPhil Thesis, Department of Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

Journal publications

CHEANG Kar Li Brenda


Conference papers

CHEANG Kar Li Brenda


GUO Yingwen


All other outputs

BAI Feng

BAI, F, Testing the Effects of Environmental Variables on Efficiency and Generating Multiple Weight Sets for Cross-Evaluation with DEA: An Application to the National Basketball Association, MPhil Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 8 September 2009.

KWOK Tsz Kin

KWOK, T K, Range-based Forecasting Models for Stock and Energy Prices, MPhil Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 26 August 2009.

WEI Jie

WEI, J, Modeling and Analysis of Loading Strategies for Outbound Logistics with RFID Technology, MPhil Thesis, Department of Management Sciences, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 26 August 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING

All other outputs

HUANG Li

HUANG, L, Social Identity Effects in Consumers' Processing of Identity-Relevant Marketing Communications, MPhil Thesis, Department of Marketing, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 23 November 2009.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED SOCIAL STUDIES

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters


Conference papers


All other outputs

NG Ting Kin NG, T K, Intimacy, Passion and Commitment and satisfaction in Romantic Relationships: The effects of duration, partner and perception, MPhil Thesis, Department of Applied Social Studies, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 25 March 2010.

DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

All other outputs

GONZALEZ VICENTE Ruben GONZALEZ VICENTE, R, The Developmental Impact of China’s Investment in South America’s Extractive Industries, MPhil Thesis, Department of Asian and International Studies, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 September 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE, TRANSLATION AND LINGUISTICS

Conference papers


Section B: Publications of MPhil Students

MOK Yue Hong
T’SOU, B K Y, MOK, Y H, CHIN, C O A and KWOK, B, "廣西地區「語言飄離」和「語言轉移」現象與語言瀕危探索 (Language drift and language shift in the Guangxi region and language endangerment)", Symposium on Endangered Dialects, Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou, PRC, 28-29 November 2009.

WANG Nan
WANG, N and ZHANG, W, "Physician-parent interaction in treatment decision in a pediatric department in a mainland China hospital", Frontiers in Medical and Health Science Education 2009: Making Sense in Communication, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11-12 December 2009.

All other outputs

JIANG Chengzhi

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

All other outputs

YU Ran
YU, R, The Role of Narrative in Virtual Communities: The Case of Chinese Students Aspiring to Study Abroad, MPhil Thesis, Department of English, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16 April 2010.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION

All other outputs

HUANG Hui
HUANG, H, Effect of Financial News on Investors’ Trading Behavior, MPhil Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 September 2009.

LI Linbo
LI, L, Determinants of Message Salience in Blogosphere -- An Examination of the Framing Effects in Web2.0 Context, MPhil Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 1 September 2009.

QIAN Li
QIAN, L, Corporate Blogs: New Opportunities for the Organizational Crisis Response, MPhil Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 September 2009.

WU Zhuoyun, Cloudia
WU, C Z, Anonymity, Private Self-awareness & Online Self-disclosure --- An Examination for Blogging Activities, MPhil Thesis, Department of Media and Communication, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 September 2009.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AND SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION

All other outputs

TANG Chak Kin
TANG, C K, Liberalism in America: Rethinking Liberal Values, Institutions, and Policies, MPhil Thesis, Department of Public and Social Administration, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 3 September 2009.
College of Science and Engineering

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

**JIN Ling**

Journal publications

**CHAN Wing Hei**

**CHEUNG Sau Ha**

**JIN Ling**

**MOK Oi Lam, Helen**

**LAU Kwok Fung, Ridge**

**LEUNG Siu Kit**
LI Po Yam


LI Wai Tsun Vincent


LO Kwok Hong, Andy


LOI I Ha


WAI Ho Yin


YANG Fung Yin


Conference papers

CHAN Wing Hei


CHEUNG Kwok Ming, Napo

CHEUNG, N K M, HINTON, D E and AU, D W T, "Hypoxia and liver development", 6th International Conference on Marine Pollution and Ecotoxicology, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 31 May - 3 June 2010.

CHEUNG Sau Ha


JIN Ling
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**KWOK Ying**

LEUNG, S K, KWOK, Y, ZHANG, Y and LO, K K W, "Design of Luminescent Biotinylation Reagents Derived from Cyclometalated Iridium(III) and Rhodium(III) Bis(pyridylbenzaldehyde) Complexes", *17th Symposium on Chemistry Postgraduate Research in Hong Kong*, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 April 2010.

**LAU Kwok Fung, Ridge**


**LEUNG Siu Kit**

LEUNG, S K, KWOK, Y, ZHANG, Y and LO, K K W, "Design of Luminescent Biotinylation Reagents Derived from Cyclometalated Iridium(III) and Rhodium(III) Bis(pyridylbenzaldehyde) Complexes", *17th Symposium on Chemistry Postgraduate Research in Hong Kong*, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 April 2010.


**LEUNG Yu Sing**

LEUNG, Y S and TAM, N F Y, "Impact of the exotic mangrove Sonneratia caseolaris on the macrobenthic infaunal community", *Aquatic Biodiversity International Conference*, Sibiu, Romania, 8-11 October 2009.

**LI Hiu Yan**


**LI Po Yam**


**LI Wai Tsun Vincent**


**TSANG Tsui Yun**

TSANG, T Y, CHEUNG, S G and SHIN, P K S, "Fatty acid and stable isotope analyses of uptake of nutrients by artificial reef organisms from marine fish farms in Hong Kong", *6th International Conference on Marine Pollution and Ecotoxicology*, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 31 May - 3 June 2010.

YIP Wun Piu  

ZHAO Qian  

All other outputs

CHEUNG Kwok Ming, Napo  

JIN Ling  
JIN, L, *Effects of Personal Care Products on Adrenocortical Hormone Production in the H295R Cell Line and on Estrogen Signalling in Transgenic Marine Medaka (Oryzias melastigma)*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Biology and Chemistry, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 3 November 2009.

KUM Hiu Fung  
KUM, H F, *Phytoremediation of Contaminated Sediments using Mangrove Microcosms*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Biology and Chemistry, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 18 September 2009.

LAI Foon Yin  

LOI I Ha  

MAK Yim Ling  
MAK, Y L, *Assessment of Health Risks and Human Exposure Associated With Perfluorinated Compounds (PFCs) in Tap Water from China and Other Countries*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Biology and Chemistry, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.

SHAM Kiu Chor  

TANG Wing Sze  
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

Journal publications

CHOW Heung Ming


MAK Hoi Lam


TANG Ho Lun


Conference papers

GUO Lili

GUO, L L, LAM, K C and LAM, M C K, "A conceptual prequalification model for Novated Design and Build projects", *13th Symposium on Construction Engineering and Management (CEM 2009)*, National Ping Tung University of Science and Technology, Ping Tung, Taiwan, 9 July 2009.


PANG Hoi Yan, Karen


QU Yingying


All other outputs

CHOW Heung Ming


LIANG Jing


NG Ka Man

### DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

#### Journal publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Conference</th>
<th>Volume/Issue</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>DOI Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHANG Shuang</td>
<td>CERTIFICATELESS THRESHOLD RING SIGNATURE</td>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>179(20)</td>
<td>29 September 2009</td>
<td>3685-3696</td>
<td>10.1016/j.ins.2009.06.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI Chung Ki</td>
<td>SIGNCRYPTION FROM RANDOMNESS RECOVERABLE PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION</td>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>180(4)</td>
<td>15 February 2010</td>
<td>549-559</td>
<td>10.1016/j.ins.2009.10.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENG Shengguang</td>
<td>AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT OF ASSETS BASED ON RFID TRIGGERED ALARM MESSAGES</td>
<td>Information Systems Frontiers</td>
<td>7 August 2009</td>
<td>DOI: 10.1007/s10796-009-9219-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Conference papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Conference/Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LI Lihua</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC MUSICAL PATTERN FEATURE EXTRACTION USING CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK</td>
<td>International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists</td>
<td>Hong Kong, PRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIU Gang

LU Zhi

PAUL Padma Polash


TAN Lirong


TANG Chung Man


TANG, C M, LI, Q, HUA, B and LIU, A, "Developing reliable web services using independent replicas", 5th International Conference on Semantics, Knowledge and Grid (SKG 2009), Zhuhai, PRC, 12-14 October 2009, pp 330-333.
WANG Baobing


WANG Lihua

XIONG Xiaokang, Bernie

XU Xunteng

YU Lijuan

ZHU Yang

All other outputs
LEUNG Wing Pan, Bert

LI Chung Ki
LI, C K, Constructing Highly Efficient Signcryption with Strong Anonymity and Low Message Expansion Rate, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 17 August 2009.

LIN Qianya
LIN, Q, Strategies in Dynamic Pari-mutuel Markets, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 13 November 2009.

MENG Shengguang
MENG, S, Automated Assets Management Based on RFID-triggered Alarm Messages, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 17 September 2009.

QIU Bite
QIU, B, Phishing Target Detection, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 May 2010.
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**SHA Mo**

**WANG Baobing**
WANG, B. *Topology Control and Channel Assignment in Wireless Multi-hop Networks*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 September 2009.

**WANG Lihua**

**XIONG Xiaokang, Bernie**
XIONG, B X. *Efficient Implementation of Bilinear Pairing-based Cryptosystems for Sensors*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 22 June 2010.

**ZHENG Zhongming**
ZHENG, Z. *Topology Control in Wireless Mesh Networks with Directional Antennas*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 8 February 2010.

### DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

**Journal publications**

**AMIN Md. Tawfiq**


**CUI Cuicui**


**FU Xuelei**


**HUANG Zhe, Adam**
LO Kai Chun


MAK Ka Ming

MAO Yu

QIN Yaxiao


TANG Xiaogai

WANG Zhu

WONG Ka Wai

XU Yang

YANG Xin

Conference papers
CHENG Kin Wai
Section B: Publications of MPhil Students

CHEUNG King Yin

CUI Cuicui


CUI, C, FU, X and CHAN, S C, "Radio-over-fiber uplink transmission using an optically injected semiconductor laser", 14th OptoElectronics and Communications Conference (OECC 2009), Hong Kong, PRC, 13-17 July 2009.

FAN Wei
FAN, W and YEUNG, K H, "Protection against Cascading Failures in Scale-free Networks", 7th Asian Control Conference (ASCC 2009), Hong Kong, PRC, 27-29 August 2009, pp 1143-1146.

FU Xuelei


CUI, C, FU, X and CHAN, S C, "Radio-over-fiber uplink transmission using an optically injected semiconductor laser", 14th OptoElectronics and Communications Conference (OECC 2009), Hong Kong, PRC, 13-17 July 2009.

HSIEH Yeuk Lam, Jeremy

HUANG Zhe, Adam

LEUNG Hon Yin

LI Yinsheng
Section B: Publications of MPhil Students

MAK Ka Ming

QIN Yaxiao


WANG Zhu
WANG, Z, CHIANG, K S and LIU, Q, "Photonic Microwave Filter Based on Circulating a Cladding Mode in a Fiber Ring Resonator", *14th OptoElectronics and Communications Conference (OECC 2009)*, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, PRC, 13-17 July 2009.


WONG Chi Kwan

WU Peiran
WU, P and ZHANG, Q T, "Combined THP and Linear Precoding to Achieve Maximum Equalization Gain", *IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC 2010)*, Sydney, Australia, 18-21 April 2010.

WU, P and ZHANG, Q T, "Precoding of Full-Rate Full-Diversity STBCs with Covariance Feedback", *IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC 2010)*, IEEE, Sydney, Australia, 18-21 April 2010.

YANG Xin

ZHANG Peng

All other outputs

CHEN Ruofei, Raphael

CHENG Kin Wai
CHENG, K W, *Dye-dispersed Polymer Based Self-written Waveguide for Alignment-free Optical Interconnect*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16 March 2010.
Section B: Publications of MPhil Students

CHOW Chi Kin

CHOW, C K, Realization of Long-Period Waveguide Grating Coupler, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 October 2009.

HU Ping

HU, P, Cooperative Strategies for Gaussian Parallel Relay Networks, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 September 2009.

LEUNG Hon Yin


LEUNG Wing Sze

LEUNG, W S, Studies the Effect of Degradation in Indium Tin Oxide Thin Film on the Liquid Crystal Display Module Performance, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 September 2009.

LUK Wai Tong

LUK, W T, RFID Systems for Libraries, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 26 August 2009.

QIN Yaxiao

QIN, Y, An Investigation into the High Brightness Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) System Driven by Electronic Ballast, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 September 2009.

TANG Xiaogai

TANG, X, Integrating Network Structure and Dynamic Information for Better Routing Strategies on Scale-free Networks, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 August 2009.

WANG Jun


WONG Man Fai

WONG, M F, A Novel Compact Microstrip Type Composite Right/Left Handed Transmission Line (CRLHTL) and its Applications, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 September 2009.

WONG Oi Ying

WONG, O Y, Investigation of High-Frequency Performance of Micro Vacuum Dielectric Capacitors, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 15 December 2009.

WU King Cheung

WU, K C, Investigation on a New Type of Power Amplifier Linearization Technique - Dynamic IMD Sweetspot, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 February 2010.

YIN Richard Jacob

YIN, J, Schema Theorem for Computational Gene Transposition and Performance Analysis, MPhil Thesis, Department of Electronic Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 5 May 2010.
DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

**Journal publications**

**Luo Binhui**

**Ng Chun Yu**

**So Chung Yin, Joey**

**Yiu Ka Lok**

**Conference papers**

**Chan Chi Ho**

**Chan Yiu Ting**

**Lau Hoi Yam**

**Leung Tsz Chung**

**Ng Chun Yu**
Ng, C Y and Chua, K B, "Adopting fuzzy AHP approach to evaluate eco design alternatives", *Proceedings of the 3rd Engineering Conference on Advancement in Mechanical and Manufacturing for Sustainable Environment (EnCon2010)*, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak, Kuching, Malaysia, 14-16 April 2010.


**Zhong Guixian, Alex**
All other outputs

CHAN Chi Ho
Empirical Mode Decomposition Based Novel Data Compression Algorithm for Wireless Data Transmission in Machine Health Monitoring, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 August 2009.

CHOW Tsz Chun, Samuel
Experimental Study on Stabilizing Range Extension of Diamagnetic Levitation under Modulated Magnetic Field, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 24 March 2010.

LAU Hoi Yam
Feasibility of Using Giant Magnetostrictive Material (GMM) Based Actuators in Active Control of Journal Bearing System, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 4 December 2009.

LEUNG Tsz Chung
Automatic Retreading of Spectral Faulty Features from Defective Rolling Element Bearings by using Reassignment Wavelet and Higher Order Statistical Analysis, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 July 2009.

LIU Zhaohua
Chinese MPEG-21 Rights Expression Language: Enhancing Digital Rights Management Adoption to Digital Libraries in Hong Kong, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 14 September 2009.

LUO Binhui
Preparation of Hydrophobic Surface on Steel by Patterning Using Laser Ablation Process, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 23 February 2010.

MA Wei
A Deterministic Annealing Approach to the Graph Partitioning Problem, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 18 August 2009.

SO Chung Yin, Joey
The Effects of Different Design Factors on Comprehension Performance and Subjective Evaluation for Reading Chinese on LED Display, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 5 November 2009.

TANG Yuen Ting
Development of Competitive Pricing Game for Logistics Service, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 July 2009.

XU Yufeng
Fabrication of Nanocomposite Ti-Al-Si-N Films Deposited by Reactive Unbalanced Magnetron Sputtering and their Properties-modification by High-energy Carbon Ion Implantation, MPhil Thesis, Department of Manufacturing Engineering and Engineering Management, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 12 August 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Journal publications

LI Shaojie  


All other outputs

CHENG Chi Honn  
CHENG, C H, LP - Stability of Solutions to Boltzmann Equation with External Forcing, MPhil Thesis, Department of Mathematics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 14 July 2009.

CHEUNG Nga Yan  
CHEUNG, N Y, A Model for Language Emergence and Change, MPhil Thesis, Department of Mathematics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 16 July 2009.

HUANG Chi  
HUANG, C, Synchronization Analysis of Polytopic Complex Dynamical Network, MPhil Thesis, Department of Mathematics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 25 November 2009.

LI Buyang  
LI, B, Numerical Approximations to Hypersingular Integrals and Applications, MPhil Thesis, Department of Mathematics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 17 August 2009.

LI Shaojie  

ZHAO Yulong  
ZHAO, Y, Learning with Trigonometric Polynomials, MPhil Thesis, Department of Mathematics, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 28 August 2009.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND MATERIALS SCIENCE

**Journal publications**

**CHOI Wing Yan**


**WONG Shuk Ping**


**YAN Ce**


**YANG Xun**

YANG, X and WENIG, M, "Study of columnar aerosol size distribution in Hong Kong", Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics, 9(16), 2009, pp 6175-6189.

**Conference papers**

**CHOI Wing Yan**


**LAW Yi Lun**

LAW, Y L, WONG, P W and YU, K N, "Influence of catechins on bystander responses in CHO cells induced by alpha-particle irradiation", Prague, Czech Republic, April - May 2010, pp 726-729, (Proceedings of the 7th International Topical Meeting on Industrial Radiation and Radioisotope Measurement Application (IRRMA-7)).
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**WONG Pang Wai**

WONG, Y L, WONG, P W and YU, K N, "Influence of catechins on bystander responses in CHO cells induced by alpha-particle irradiation", Prague, Czech Republic, April - May 2010, pp 726-729, (Proceedings of the 7th International Topical Meeting on Industrial Radiation and Radioisotope Measurement Application (IRRMA-7)).


**YAN Ce**


**YUM Hoi Wa**


**All other outputs**

**AU-YEUNG Yee Man**


**CHEUNG Wing Sze**

CHEUNG, W S, *Studies of ZnO Nanostructure-Based Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs)*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 11 May 2010.

**CHIU Kwok Shing**

CHIU, K S, *Multi-model Statistical-Dynamical Seasonal Forecast of Landfalling Tropical Cyclones in the United States*, MPhil Thesis, Department of Physics and Materials Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, 10 July 2009.

**LIU Ka Yi**


**YUM Hoi Wa**

### School of Creative Media

**SCHOOL OF CREATIVE MEDIA**

### Journal publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>DOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### All other outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YANG Meiyuan, Sakura</td>
<td>YANG, S M, <em>Changing Representations of Contemporary Mainland Women in Hong Kong Cinema: 1979-2009</em></td>
<td>MPhil Thesis</td>
<td>School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong</td>
<td>30 March 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section C: Publications of Professional Doctorate Students

College of Business

DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

CHAN Fung Cheung


WONG, M C S, FUNG, F C and Others, Banking Services and Professional Ethics, Wiley and Hong Kong Institute of Bankers, 2010.

Journal publications

CHAN Chun Tung John


Conference papers

WAN Sai Chuen Kelvin


All other outputs

CHAN Kwok On Carlson


LIU Ming David

College of Science and Engineering

ENGINEERING DOCTORATE (BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION)

Conference papers

WONG Man Tat  


ENGINEERING DOCTORATE (ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT)

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

NG Pin  

Journal publications

NG Pin  

Conference papers

CHAI Sunny  


FUNG Walter  

NG Pin  
**All other outputs**

**CHAN Tung Wah Keynes**

**CHUI Chi Lung**

**LAI Kim Hung**

**LEE Yiu Man**

**LEUNG Siu Hong**

**LIU Tak Wing**

**TANG Wah Hau**
School of Law

DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE

Scholarly books, monographs and chapters

NG Magnum Yu Wai

Journal publications

DENG Tingting
DENG, T T, “The Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard of Foreign Investment and International Minimum Standard of Treatment”, Hunan Social Sciences, no.6, 2009, pp.201-204.

All other outputs

WAN Charn Wing
WAN, C W, The Political Economy of Digital Copyright in Hong Kong, JSD Thesis, School of Law, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, August 2009.

SUI Ping

WONG Yuet Alex
WONG, Y, Developing an Anti-money Laundering Regime and Implementing Anti-money Laundering Preventive Measures in China – From the Perspective of Financial Institutions, JSD Thesis, School of Law, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, PRC, May 2010.